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We hope you’re all registered for the 31st Annual NASIG conference because it’s just around the corner, and we’re looking forward to seeing everyone there. We’re also pleased to share the Great Ideas Showcase and Snapshot Session presentations for the 2016 conference.

If you haven’t had a chance, check out the workshops we’re offering:

- Corrie Marsh and Dillon Wackerman are offering a great workshop on creating an institutional repository.

- Eleanor Cook and Maria Collins are giving two half-day workshops on academic writing and publishing designed for beginning librarians and experienced librarians in the afternoon.

- Shanna McDanold and Terry Reese are offering two workshops for beginning and advanced MarcEdit users.

- Marlene van Ballegooie, Sheri Meares, and Kristen Wilson are leading a workshop on KBART.

Vendor Lightning Talks continue and will offer vendors an opportunity to share brief looks at new products and services, updates on products, and will include representatives from bepress, Taylor & Francis, Rockefeller University Press, American Institute of Physics, and the American Chemical Society.

See you in Albuquerque!